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Presentation Overview

Objectives:

● How do we teach pretend play skills to children with ASD?

● What can you do when kids run out of things to play?

Content:

● The Development and Importance of Play

● Teaching Play Skills to Children with Autism

● Teaching Other Skills through Play and Games

● Closing Comments



Housekeeping

Slides are available in the below handouts box or email: 

aba@harleylang.com

Please put questions into the chat box.

I will answer questions in each section of this presentation.

Please consult with your BCBA re: individual considerations.



The Development and 

Importance of Play





Useful resource re: the 

particulars of evidenced-

based play interventions.

Let’s review some relevant 

info from this book.



Behavioural Definitions of Play:

“Bijou (1975) described three main antecedents in children’s 

development that relates to play: (1) the anatomy and 

physiology of the child’s body, (2) relationship of the body to 

physical objects in the environment, and (3) relations with 

people in the social environment.” 

Charlop, Lang, & Rispoli, 2018, p. 34.



Behavioural Definitions of Play:

“Thus, play can be initially defined as a child interacting with 

toys or objects in an explorative, functional, and appropriate 

manner. Next, children begin to use their imagination in play 

by using toys, other objects, and eventually other people in 

creative ways. Finally, and importantly, many play activities 

are done socially with a partner or in a group.” 

Charlop, Lang, & Rispoli, 2018, p. 34.



In other words, Play is:

Creative or unique interactions between your child and 

objects and/or other people, that brings about a desired 

outcome (e.g., silly sound, funny situations, imagined 

structures).



From: Charlop, Lang, & Rispoli (2018), ch. 1.





From: Charlop, Lang, & 

Rispoli (2018), ch. 1.



Play is an important skill that:

Supports component skills for other life skills, including:

● Communication.

● Motor coordination.

And introduces them to a context where they develop:

● Early social skills.

● Early problem solving skills.



How do we teach kids living with ASD the various play skills to 

improve their long-term social experience?



Teaching Play Skills to 

Children with Autism





D’Ateno, Mangiapanello, & 

Taylor (2003)

1 child, 3 y 8 mo female.

Viewed videos of action-

vocalizations (AVs) that could 

be made with playsets.

VM INT: Watched video 1hr 

before presented with the 

corresponding playset.

Graph shows motor 

responses in 5-minute play 

observation.



D’Ateno, Mangiapanello, & 

Taylor (2003)

1 child, 3 y 8 mo female.

Con’t, shows 

vocalizations.



Taylor, Levin, & Jasper (1999)

1 child, 6 y/o male.

Viewed video of parent and 

sibling talking while play.

VM INT: Parent showed video 

3 times and practiced the AV 

with the student.

Data displays statements 

made while playing with their 

sibling.



How to Create Videos for Playsets:

Choose playsets that are already in your house.

Create a list of 5-10 AVs (action-vocalization pairs).

● Consideration: is sequence important?

● Consideration: is variety important?

Create 3-5 videos, each 30s in length with 2-3 AVs

Consider showing the video immediately prior to play (to 

start).

● Consideration: will visual scripts be helpful?



Example Playsets



Example Playsets (Con’t)

Can be purchased from ^^^



Example Playset Video

HL internship video / video model of play to be shown here.



Planning for Independent Pretend Play:

Other than play comments, limit verbal prompts if possible.

Prompt with your own models, gestures, and proximity.

Fade out your prompts as you observe success.

Plan to remove your presence to simulate true pretend play.



From: Charlop, Lang, & 

Rispoli (2018), ch. 3.

An example prompt-fading 

hierarchy for fading an 

adult’s presence from 

pretend play.



Teaching Other Skills Through 

Play and Games



Shared Experiences with Games and Learning

When kids run out of play ideas, we can hypothesize that:

● Reinforcers--things they value--are depleted.

● If necessity is the mother of invention, then ...

● Desire to do difficult tasks may be correspondingly low.

How can parents:

● Generate new play activities for all their kids?

● Create / embed teachable moments within these games?



Useful resource re: 

general approach for 

creating games with 

teachable moments.

Let’s review some relevant 

info from this book.



Definition of a “Game”:

A game is an activity that has a goal, a challenge (or 

challenges), and rules that guide achievement of the goal; 

interactivity with either other players or the game environment 

(or both); and feedback mechanisms that give clear cues as 

to how well or poorly you are performing. It results in a 

quantifiable outcome (you win or lose, you hit the target, and 

so on) that usually generates an emotional reaction in 

players.

Boller & Kapp, 2017, ch. 1



Boller & Kapp, 2017, ch. 3:

“Where possible, winning is contingent on learning.”

Make the learning process reinforcing!

“Working together is far more inclusive than competition.”

Each game, everyone contacts reinforcement!



Gamification is similar to 

embedded teaching, a topic 

discussed in this book

<-

Embedded teaching: 

Rearranging the natural 

environment to include 

learning opportunities.



Dueñas, Plavnick, & 

Maher, (2019)

3 kids, all 4-5 y/o.

a vocal model on 

aPresented item and 

provided  5s time delay.





Geiger, Carr, LeBlanc, et 

al (2012)

Ben’s embedded DTT sessions involved 

the Jump to It game, which included a 

tarp with 9 rows of  3  (total  27)  15  cm  

diameter  foam  circles  with  one  

picture  attached to each. 

Sawyer’s embedded activity: Train  

activity,  which  included  a  small 

Thomas the Tank Engine Train and 

wooden interlocking train tracks with 

one picture card attached to each









Geiger, Carr, LeBlanc, et al (2012) Summary of Findings:

1) Embedded teaching is just as quick as DTT.

1) Embedded teaching is associated with higher positive 

affect, and lower negative affect.

1) Some kids prefer embedded teaching over DTT.





Example Playset Video

HL demonstrates navigating to The Playbook and walks through

how to access games and think about playing these games.



Closing Comments



“THERE is considerable attention in contemporary 

research, policy, and practice to the importance of 

children’s play in their development and learning; however, 

this attention is confounded in practice. There are ongoing 

tensions between ensuring time for children to play versus 

increased time focused on academic activities.” 

Lifter et al., 2011



Wrapping Up:

In this presentation we reviewed why play is important.

Some strategies for how to teach play were shared, but these 

ideas are far from exhaustive.

Further, some strategies for how you can play were shared.

If you are interested in learning more about play, including 

ways that we can improve our own play skills to generate 

more reinforcing play, please send me an email.



Thank you ONTABA and Autism ONTARIO for the invitation to speak!!

Email: 

Web:

Info: 

aba@harleylang.com

www.harleylang.com

www.teaching.games


